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Abstract 

The subject of study is enhancing the quality of the tourist route located in the National Nature Reserve Praděd 

in the Czech Republic. This article is the presentation of the concept showing group of the resting viewpoints located in 

a typical environment foothills of Sudeten. The whole project has been divided into 5 spots whose location is closely 

connected with the mountain trail from Malá Morávka-Ovčárna. It is part of the tourist route running through the 

National Nature Reserve Praděd of yellow difficulty level. This is an area with many natural beauties, which is one of 

the major tourist destinations in and around the town of Jesenik. In this section there is also the highest peak in the 

Eastern Sudetenland – Praděd, having a height of 1,491 meters above the sea level. A large number of visitors, the 

surrounding nature, numerous trails and running ski and biking were among the main factors that determined the topic 

and location of this work. 

Key words: transformation, revitalization of the tourist route, city of Jesenik, the National Nature Reserve 

Praděd. 

 

Anotacija 

Tyrimo objektas – turistinio maršruto, išsidėsčiusio Pradedo (ček. Praděd) nacionaliniame gamtos draustinyje 

(Čekijos Respublika), kokybės pagerinimas. Šiame straipsnyje pateikiama poilsinių, įsikūrusių Sudetų kalnų papėdėse, 

koncepcija. Visas projektas buvo padalintas į 5 punktus (vietas), kurių išsidėstymas yra glaudžiai susijusias su kalnų 

taku nuo Mala Moravka-Ovčarna. Tai yra turistinio maršruto, einančio per Pradedo (ček. Praděd) nacionalinį gamtos 

rezervatą, dalis. Pagal sudėtingumo lygį šis maršrutas žymimas geltona spalva. Ta vieta pasižymi natūraliu gamtos 

grožiu, ji yra viena iš pagrindinių turistinių vietų Jesenyko (ček. Jesenik) mieste ir jo apylinkėse. Šiame ruože taip pat 

yra aukščiausia rytų Sudetų – Pradedo (ček. Praděd) viršūkalnė, kurios aukštis siekia 1,491 metrų virš jūros lygio. Daug 

lankytojų, supanti gamta, daug takų, įskaitant slidinėjimo ir dviračių takus, buvo vieni iš pagrindinių veiksnių, 

nulėmusių šio darbo temą ir vietą.  

Reikšminiai žodžiai: transformacija, turistinio maršruto atgaivinimas, Jesenyko (ček. Jesenik) miestas, Pradedo 

(ček. Praděd) nacionalinis gamtos rezervatas. 

 

Introduction 

 

The need for research resulted from the constantly growing requirements for this type of 

objects in the world and attempts to answer the question about the impact of newly designed forms 

on the existing nature of the site and the surrounding landscape. The purpose of the research is to 

create a network of interconnected viewpoints, which carry a spatial composition of the new value 

of the selected area. The main aim of the concept is an attempt to extract the landscape values at the 

same time respectful of the surrounding nature. The project aims is to increase the importance of the 

tourist area and the number of visitors, as well as the presentation of the National Nature Reserve. A 

network of similar forms will be a recognizable part of the landscape, which at the macro level will 

be associated with Reserve, while at the micro level will be associated with its use. 

 

Methods of research 

 

The study will be presented as a first step – inspirations based on world famous examples, and 

as a next step in more details the study area with analyzes, aimed at bringing the issue of the scope 

of work. 

In the next stage of work there will be presented general description of the resting viewpoints, 

bringing their location and design solutions adopted and the idea of the whole project. 
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For the easy understanding of the research method, description has been attached by graphic 

material, whose job is to bring shown assumptions. 

Development completed the presentation of its conclusions. 

 

Results 

 

A limitation to the revitalization activities is, in a sense of the legal aspect, lack of money for 

their adaptation to the new features, and, perhaps above all, a lack of vision. The size and location 

of the objects are often limitation in the actions of future investors or developers. Trying to interest 

potential investors in the capabilities of these type areas and encourage them to similar initiatives 

arose from my participation with some interesting suggestions for revitalizing objects in this 

category. Here is presented a short presentation of this study. 

 

Inspirations 

 

Information Center on the Troll Road 

Location: Romsdalen`s-Geiranger Fjord, Norway 

Realization: 2005–2010 

Architects: Reiulf Ramstad Architects, Oslo 

 

Trollstigen (Troll Road) in Norway is one of the most spectacular roads that climbs the slope 

of a mountain in the world (Fig. 1.). Annually, during the summer, it is estimated that the site is 

visited by 500 000 tourists, which was the basis for the creation of the information center there as 

well as restaurants and several viewing platforms. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Trollstigen (Troll Road) location (source: Trollstigen National…, 2016)  

 

The center is located on the road running from Valldal to Åndalsens in the western part of 

Norway. The entire assembly was carried out in stages. The first one started with the construction of 

viewing platforms and a parking. The second stage involved work on building desk with catering 

and adjacent auxiliary facilities and objects of small architecture. The central building is a small 

restaurant, information centre (Fig. 2.) and exhibition space. The property has been designed with a 
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great deal of consistency with regard to the surrounding rocky peaks. Two concrete planes of sharp-

edge complement each other, creating the impression of penetrating rocks. Most of the vertical 

partitions are glazed allowing existing with nature while using the cafe or while watching the 

exposition. 
 

 

Fig. 2. Information centre view (source: author) 

 

Auxiliary buildings located within close proximity to the car park and a fall in itself shops and 

toilets and are closing the urban layout. This operates independently. From here it's possible to walk 

the designated route snaking along the slope to 4 viewing platforms from which you can overlook 

the road and the surrounding area (Fig. 3.). Platforms, like the previous buildings are made of 

concrete and cortensteel. Additional variety is water, which has become an inseparable part of the 

landscape.  
 

 

Fig. 3. View point platform (source: author) 
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Sun Moon Lake visitor center  

Location: Yuchi, Taiwan 

Realization: 2006–2010 

Architects: Norihiko Dan and Associates, Tokyo 
 

Sun Moon Lake is located in the mountainous landscape and is the largest water reservoir in 

Taiwan. The place is mostly chosen by honeymooners and numerous groups of tourists due to its 

natural beauty. In 2003, a competition was organized to develop a concept center for visitors to the 

location on the western shore of the reservoir. The best suggestion turned out to be that proposed by 

the Tokyo architect Norihiko Dan. Two similar to each other in shape concrete forms stood on the 

shore of the lake. The west wing houses the tour, exhibition space, part of the teaching and cafes 

with a panoramic view towards the lake. The left wing was earmarked for part of the administrative 

office (Fig. 4.). The buildings were designed so that gave the impression rising from the ground, 

which made it possible to introduce tourists to the green roof. The object in its organic form is a 

good example of today's opportunities posed by construction (Fig. 5.). 
 

 

Fig. 4. Floor plans of the storeys 

(source: http://www.ideamsg.com/wp-content/uploads/2011/10/Sun-Moon-Lake-visitor-centre-11.jpg) 

 

 

Fig. 5. View of the Sun Moon Lake visitor centre  

(source: http://www.morfae.com/content/wp-content/uploads/2011/03/0753) 
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Location. General characteristics of the mountain trail from Malá Morávka to Ovčárna. 

The center of visitors and viewpoints often occur in the areas of landscape of high values. 

They have to present the area in which they are located, and thus also attracting more visitors. In the 

case of bands such center is the dominant feature. Features of such a facility are very diverse and 

largely depend on that location. 

Land acquired for the development of the conception project is located in the northern part of 

the Czech Republic Mountains – Hruby Jesenik. It is one of the cleanest ecosystems in Europe and 

it is very popular all year round. There are numerous hiking trails between peaks and villages. 

Hruby Jesenik is located in the east part of Sudeten, where the highest peak is Praděd. It's about the 

height of 1.491 meters above the sea level. On the top of the mountain there is located the 162 

meters high transmission tower, which has become visible from the big distance. In addition to the 

relay devices in the tower is located there the hotel Praděd with a restaurant and meteorological 

station. At a distance of about 2.5 km from it is the summit's hotel base Ovčárna, which is one of 

the major tourist destinations in the area. The hotel infrastructure includes 6 hotels and 

accompanying dining options. Access provides a road leading to the parking located on Ovčárna. In 

winter this place turns into a popular winter sports center. Praděd, Ovčárna and nearby areas are 

included in the Praděd National Nature Reserve (Fig. 6.). 

Mountain trail Malá Morávka – Ovčárna, is an approach to the top Praděd from the south-east 

with a length of approximately 8 km (Fig. 7.). This arrangement makes the route well lit during the 

day. The trail begins in the village Malá Morávka at an altitude of 652 meters above the sea level 

and ends at Ovčárna hotel base at an altitude of 1296 meters above the sea level, resulting in a 644 

m difference. Along the 8 km route there are many groups of rocks which density is the highest in 

the mountain region The biggest of them is Petrovy Kameny, which is also the peak located in the 

immediate vicinity of the resort Ovčárna and counts 1446 meters above the sea level. It is one of the 

dominant features of the landscape in Praděd National Nature Reserve. 

 

  
Fig. 6. Location of the Praděd National Nature Reserve. 

Developed by arch. Dawid Rószczka 

Fig. 7. Location of viewpoints and trail. Developed  

by arch. Dawid Rószczka 
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Solution design – resting viewpoints. General information and argumentation.  

Group of 6 viewpoints was located in 5 locations (A-E) along a chosen part of the route. 

Points have been created on the basis of a simple cubic module with dimensions 3.2x3.2x3.2m 

amplified many times in order to obtain the desired shapes. All 6 viewpoints have also been 

designed in such a way, that, together to be closed in a little bigger cube 9.6x9.6x9.6m (Fig. 8.). 

The reason for the viewpoints took the form of a presence in this location raw, mountain 

climate, to which the answer is as simple raw form. The cubes seemed to be the best dedication 

severity of the rocks and the whole environment. This has resulted in distinctive shapes, but not 

dominant in the mountain scenery and corresponding with the environment (Fig. 9.). 

 

 

Fig. 8. Schematic diagram – modules. Developed by arch. Dawid Rószczka 

 

 

Fig. 9. Schematic diagram – context. Developed by arch. Dawid Rószczka 

 

Trying to describe the objects in the surrounding landscape for the construction of the 

viewpoint there was used concrete laid in layers that gives the figures a feeling of the delicate 

drawing on the facades and in the interior. Solids, although visually very close to each other belie 

the interior, which was directly open to the views of the surrounding landscape and the play of light 

(Fig. 10 and 11). Large glassy walls, through which we can see the nature, became something like  
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Fig. 10. Descriptions, locations, plans, sections and views of the A, and B viewpoints.  

(Source: Diploma work "Mountain trail revitalization Malá Morávka – Ovčárna". Author: arch. Dawid Rószczka. 

Promoter: Phd. arch. Konrad Dobrowolski) 

 

 

  

Fig. 11. Describtions, locations, plans, sections and views of the C, and D viewpoints.  

(Source: Diploma work "Mountain trail revitalization Malá Morávka – Ovčárna". Author: arch. Dawid Rószczk. 

Promoter: Phd. arch. Konrad Dobrowolski) 
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television screens. This treatment should trigger different feelings and different perception of the 

same space. 

These types of places are to be part of the transition between what receives an observer, and 

what occurs in reality. They have become a space that allows contemplation. Points designed as 

cubics may also serve as a shelter in case of sudden changes in the weather, which in the mountains 

is a common occurrence. 

The following is a visualization of the assumptions made in the form of plans and views of 

individual viewpoints, along with attention to their location on the trail. 
 

Conclusions 

 

Presented the concept draft gives new value to the National Nature Reserve. 

Its main purpose is to add spatial values by introducing new anthropogenic forms of nature, 

which over time can become a symbolic place. The world realizations show that it's a good practice, 

and proposed infrastructure will contribute to increase the number of visitors to this hiking trail in 

summer and winter.  

The measures taken could be used to promote the region and to promote a healthy lifestyle. 

Multi-functional part of this conception has been adapted so it's possible at any time alter their 

functions and adapt to the needs of customers. 

Project of the 5 viewpoints could be a part of the harmony of the landscape and is a very 

interesting solution for tourist development area. The introduction of this type of interference with 

the existing landscape can be called revitalization of fading activity along the route. 
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